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Limitation of CMOS Supply-Voltage Scaling by MOSFET Threshold-Voltage Variation Shih-Wei Sun and Paul G. Y. Tsui



Abstract-A fundamental limit of CMOS supply-voltage (Kc) ( I d ) was used to describe the gate delay Tpd [4] scaling has been investigated and quantified as a function of the I d c( (Kc - VT)’, statistical variation of MOSFET threshold-voltage (VT).Based on the data extracted from a sub-0.5 pm logic technology, the 1 / I d 0: l/(Kc - VT)’. Tpd Variation of ring-oscillator propagation-delay (Tpd ) significantly increases as V,, is scaled down towards the MOSFET VT. An Depending on the MOSFET operation either in saturation or empirical power-law relationship was then derived to describe linear region during switching, the value of y varies between 2 the scattering of circuit speed (ATpd) as a function of MOSFET and 1 [5]. y also becomes less than 2 for the saturation I d of VT variation (AVT) and (Vcc- VT).Agreement between the model and the experimental data was established for V,, values short-channel MOSFET under velocity saturation conditions from 4.0 to 0.9 V. This fundamental limit of CMOS V,, scaling [6]. Although there are more rigorous analytical solutions on poses an additional challenge for the design and manufacturing of CMOS inverter delay (for example in [$ and [6]), the aforehigh-performance,low-powerportable systems and battery-based mentioned power-law relationship between Tpd and (K, - VT) equipments. provides a simple yet realistic model to illustrate the impact of statistical VT variation on Tpd scattering as v,, scales down I. INTRODUCTION towards VT. A y value of 1.5 was then adopted in this study OR CMOS circuits, the active switching power (P)can as an average of the (V,, - VT) exponents 2 and 1 discussed be described by P = fCLV2, where f is the operating earlier in the MOSFET I d expression



F



frequency and CL is the loading capacitance. It is obvious that V, scaling is the most effective approach in reducing the power consumption [ 11-[3]. However, power versus speed trade-off has been one of the major concerns for continued scaling of CMOS supply-voltage. In this paper, the emerging issue of CMOS circuit speed scattering at low V,, values has been analyzed from MOSFET VT variation’s point of view. It is not the intent of this paper to derive a new analytical model for CMOS inverter delay, which has been the subject of many past literature [4]-[6]. The purpose of this paper is to highlight and quantify the significant impact of the experimentally observed statistical process variation (specifically, MOSFET VT variation) on circuit speed scattering at low Vcc’s. All the experimental results were collected from a modular sub-0.5 pm logic CMOSBiCMOS technology [7], with n+/p+ dualpoly gate, full titanium self-aligned silicide (SALICIDE) and triple-level metallization. The key MOSFET process/device parameters include 0.55 V IVT~,105 8, gate oxide thickness, and 0.42 pm effective channel-length (LEFF)for both nchannel and p-channel devices. 11. MODEL It is shown in Fig. 1 that the experimentally measured CMOS ring-oscillator (F.I. = F.O. =1) stage delay is tightly distributed at high V, values ( > 2 V). However, Tpd variation increases at 2 V V, and becomes uncontrollable for V, less than 1 V. In order to quantify this Tpd variation (ATpd) at low V, values, the conventional form of MOSFET drain current Manuscript received October 18, 1994; revised February 6, 1995. The authors are with Advanced Products Research and Development Laboratory, Motorola, Austin, TX 78721 USA. IEEE Log Number 9412016.



Tpd c( 1/(Kc- V T ) ~ . ~ .



(1)



By differentiating this Tpd equation with respect to the MOSFET VT (ATpd/AVT), the relationship between the circuit delay scattering (ATpd) and the MOSFET VT, AVT can be established ATpd 0: AVT/(V,, - VT)”~.



(2)



Sensitivity analyses of other process and device parakneters indicate that channel-length variation (AL) also contribute significantly to ATpd at higher supply voltages, which will be discussed in the next section. Dependence of ATpd on A L and other parameters are included as pre-proportional constants in (2). 111. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION



Fig. 2 illustrates the correlation between the measured and the calculated ring-oscillator stage delays (using (l), l/(Vcc vT)1.5). Due to this empirical power-law relationship, MOSFET VT plays a key role in circuit performance as V, is scaled down towards MOSFET VT. Fig. 3 plots the experimentally measured la ring-oscillator stage delay variation and the calculated ATpd using (2), AVT/(V,, - v T ) 2 ‘ 5 .Again, the data points track the empirical power-law relationship ATpd c( AVT/(K, - V T ) ~ .very ~ well for V, values from 4 to 0.9 V. Because of the exponent of 2.5 in the denominator, reduction of MOSFET VT is very effective in reducing ATpd. However, the MOSFET off-state leakage and static power consumption become serious concerns at reduced VT. Fig. 4 plots the 30 worst-case VT off-state leakage as a function of MOSFET VT for three different subthreshold slopes. A 15mV la VT variation was assumed. For a MOSFET off-state
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Supply Voltage (V) Fig. 1. Experimentally measured CMOS inverter ring-oscillator stage delay at supply voltages from 4 V to 0.9 V. Data were taken from five consecutive wafers in the same lot with 0.55 V IVTI, 105 8, To,,and 0.42 pm LEFFfor both n-channel and p-channel MOSFET's.



Supply Voltage (V)



Fig. 3. Comparison of the directly measured CMOS ring-oscillator stage delay variation (ATpd) and the calculated AT,, using AT,, 0: AV, /(vcc -vT)2,5.
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Fig. 2. Comparison between the measured and the calculated CMOS ring-oscillator stage delay (Tpd) using Tpd 0; l/(Vcc - V T ) ~ . ~ .



leakage requirement of 1 pA/pm, the VT has to be 0.56 V for a subthreshold slope of 85 mV/decade, 0.5 V VT for a subthreshold slope of 75 mV/decade, and a VT of >0.4 V even for an ideal subthreshold slope of 60 mV/decade (cf. fully depleted thin-film SOI). In order to reduce ATpd at low V,, values without any significant increase of off-state leakage, it is crucial to reduce the MOSFET VT variation (AVT). As the MOSFET AV, is reduced, not only AT,, reduces, the worst-case off-state leakage also becomes lower. Fig. 5 illustrates the experimentally measured percentage variation of the stage-delay (ATpd/Tpd) as a function of K.. ATpd/Tpd ratio is approximately constant for V,, > 2 V. However, the ratio increases significantly as V,, scales down below 2 V. To understand the possible impact of channellength variation on circuit speed scattering, MC-SPICE simulation was performed using the LEFFdata (0.42 f 0.024 pm) collected on the same wafers used through out this paper. The 25 mV VT roll-off between the +la and -lo LEFF values (0.444 pm and 0.396 pm, respectively) was also compensated



Threshold Voltage (V) Fig. 4. Limitationof threshold-voltage scaling by MOSFET off-state leakage requirement for subthreshold slopes (SS) of 85, 75, and 60 mV/decade.



in order to deconvolute the AL and AVT effects. Almost independent of the supply-voltage (4 V to 0.9 V), the LEFF variation alone was found to contribute 8%-9% ring-oscillator speed scattering (ATpd/Tpd).This value is in good agreement with the directly measured ATpd/Tpd shown in Fig. 5, of approximately 10% for Vcc's higher than 2 V. It can also be qualitatively concluded that channel-length variation is a major factor contributing to circuit delay variation at higher supply voltages. On the other hand, the impact of AV, on circuit speed scattering discussed in this paper becomes crucial at lower supply voltages. For current 0.5 pm logic CMOS technologies, the 30 AV, spec. limit is approximately 10% or less at 3.3 V Vcc. In order to keep the same ATpd/Tpd ratio at lower Vcc's, the AV, control has to be improved significantly. For example, the 30 AV, has to be 
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and innovations in circuidsystem design have to be pursued concurrently.
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Supply Voltage (V) Fig. 5. Directly measured stage delay variation ratio (ATPd/Tpd) of CMOS ring-oscillator as a function of supply voltage.



IV. SUMMARY In summary, limitation of CMOS supply-voltage scaling, caused by MOSFET VT scattering, has been studied. This V,. dependency of ATpd was successfully analyzed by an empirical power-law relationship ATp, 0: AVT/(V,,-VT)”‘. Trade-offs have to be considered in reducing either VT or AVT in order to meet the AT& circuit requirements. For highperformance, low-power product applications with a V, of 2 V or less, both on-going improvements in process control
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